
  

The “Road Less Traveled” Reserve Tasting Experience 

Welcome! 
 

2015 Nancie Chardonnay                                                                       $48 

The 2015 Nancie Chardonnay opens with white flowers, pear, crème-brulée, and 
hints of guava on the nose which transition seamlessly to a full-palate and rather 
long finish. The wine captures the nuances provided by choice 
cooperages—nutmeg and chai—while remaining terroir-driven and pure. (1,066 
cases produced) 

                                                                                                        93+ points, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate 

2014 Two Brothers Pinot Noir                                                               $55 

The Pommard clone from the ranch produces a beautiful bouquet of rose petals 
and gingersnaps while the adjacent block of clone 115 provides the backbone and 
tannin profile. The mid-palate is supported by the addition of Devoto Vineyard 
fruit with its full, fleshy mouth-feel and its beautiful fruit composition of plum 

sauce, cranberries and fresh flowers. (1,661 cases produced) 

  

                                                                                                                                                 92 points, Jeb Dunnuck 

2015 Tripp’s Block Pinot Noir                                                                 $78 

On the nose, Kirsch, black cherry, and angostura bitters rise to the foreground in a 
new way, yet the classic forest floor and baking spice components we love from 
this vineyard add to its background, making the nose complex and dynamic. The 
wine finishes with some of the silkiest tannins we have seen from this site. (10 
barrels produced)  

     93 points, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate 

2014 Cuvée Moriah (Grenache/Mourvèdre)                                      $50 

Cuvée Moriah has been a long time favorite of the Donelan  team for its precise 
palate and ability to pair with a wide range of our favorite meals. Components of 
wild-herbs and cured meats, delicate fruit flavors of pomegranate and rhubarb 

with savory notes of caraway seed and cardamom spices. (680 cases produced)

   92 points, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate 

 

Tasting fee: $50 per person 
1 fee refunded for every 6 bottles purchased 

 



2014 Cuvée Christine Syrah                                                                     $48 

We assemble unique Syrah lots from multiple sites to create texture, mouth-feel, 
and intrigue. The nose opens with fig-paste, dates, star anise, and 
garam-masala—a combination of aromatics that is alluring yet extremely subtle 
and elegant. (634 cases produced)    

     93 points, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate 

 

2015 Kobler Family Vineyard Syrah                                                 $60 

Careful farming has allowed us to control the ripeness of the Viognier as a tool of 
restraint. The Viognier counterbalances the salami flavored Syrah with flavors of 
gooseberries, white peaches and chutney, while providing the desirable minerality 
that makes the mid-palate sing. (249 cases produced) 

  

  93+ points, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate 

 

2014 Cuvée Keltie Syrah                                                                          $90 

The wine explodes immediately from bottle with chocolate ganache, hot fudge, 
and fresh rye bread. The wine is delicious, but it will benefit from cellaring as its 
youth is certainly evident. (301 cases produced) 

                                                                 96+ points, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate 

 

2015 Obsidian Vineyard Syrah                                                              $105 

Our estate property as of 2015. With rocky, shallow soils, the clusters are tiny, 

concentrated, and this fruit requires the most attention in the cellar to chisel away 
at its intensity. This wine is very youthful, yet already abounds with flavors and 
aromatics. (449 cases produced)    

  94+ points, Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate 

2014 Richards Family Vineyard Syrah                                            $150  

Flavors on the nose stretch from black currants and truffles to foie gras and grilled 
lamb. The herbs and spice on the nose are bundled together much like the 
bouquet-garni in your favorite stew - wafting from the glass hours after being 

poured. (329 cases produced)    

                                             99 points, Jeb Dunnuck 

Tasting fee: $50 per person 
1 fee refunded for every 6 bottles purchased 

 


